Press release

At Futur en Seine -Paris French Tech festival- Orosound unveils a prototype of
Tilde earphones that detects when someone starts talking to you.
Paris, June 8, 2017. Orosound, a French startup awarded at the 2016 INNOV’Up Proto, unveils in the Futur
en Seine festival a new feature of Tilde noise-filtering earphones. This smart feature based on sound
environment analysis is developed with the support of the Ile-de-France region.

A PROTOTYPE UNVEILED FOR THE VERY FIRST TIME AT FUTUR EN SEINE
Orosound, a French tech startup, develops a new generation of professional noise-cancelling headphones:
the Tilde. In addition to being an efficient work tool (wireless calls, multiple Bluetooth connection, long
battery life), Tilde’s patented technology eliminates the fatigue and stress due to noise and increases wellbeing, concentration and productivity in the office.
In November 2016, the startup responded to the INNOV’up Proto call for projects to realize technological
prototypes. Orosound was selected in the “intelligence of connected objects” category. The prototype cofinanced by the Ile-de-France region is unveiled for the first time at the Futur en Seine digital festival, held from
June 8th to 10th in Paris.

TILDE EARPHONES DETECT WHEN SOMEONE START A CONVERSATION WITH YOU
The technology developed with the support of INNOV’Up proposes dynamic noise management done through
sound environment and speech analysis. The demo prototype presented at Future en Seine lets you experience
name detection. Once your name is pronounced by somebody close to you, ambient noise is automatically
reduced and the voice of the speaker filtered in order to communicate easily.
Tilde earphones’ features (adjustable noise-cancellation, voice-filtering and Bluetooth) can also be tested by
the participants during the 3 days of the festival.
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ABOUT & CONTACT INFO

Created in May 2015 by Pierre Guiu and Eric Benhaim, Orosound is a French technology startup, that employs 9 people.
Its motto: create innovative acoustics. Its first project: propose an innovative solution to the open-office noise problem,
an important issue for society. After one year of R&D, the patented Orosound technology was rewarded by the Global
Innovation Contest in 2015 and twice by the i-Lab Contest of the French Ministry of Research in 2015 and 2016.
Orosound is a part of the Scientipole community in France and was integrated into the Réseau Entreprendre in
November 2016. Selected by Business France along with 27 other startups to represent La French Tech, Orosound
exhibited at CES in Las Vegas from the 5th to the 8th of January 2017. www.orosound.com

Press contact : Agathe Géhin, Head of marketing communications
agathe@orosound.com | +33 650 72 97 76 | 55 rue la Boétie, 75008 Paris, France
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